Abstract. We investigate an automatic method of determining a local bandwidth for non-parametric kernel spectral density estimates at a single frequency. This procedure is a modi®cation of a cross-validation technique for global bandwidth choices, avoiding the computation of any pilot estimate based on initial bandwidths or on approximate parametric models. Only local conditions on the spectral density around the frequency of interest are assumed. We illustrate with a Monte Carlo study the performance in ®nite samples of the bandwidth estimates proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Smoothed estimation of the spectral density of stationary time series, like many non parametric methods of inference, relies on the choice of a bandwidth or lag number depending on the sample size. The properties of the estimates depend crucially on the value of this number. Asymptotic theory prescribes a rate for the lag number M with respect to the sample size N as this tends to in®nity, but gives no practical guidance for the choice of M in ®nite samples. Different techniques have been proposed in the literature to that end. The usual criterion is the minimization of some estimate of the asymptotic mean square error of the estimator. This can be implemented by plug in or cross validation methods. Also, global and local choices are possible, depending on whether we are interested in the behaviour of the spectral density for the whole range of frequencies or at a speci®c point or small interval.
The plug in method consists of substituting the unknowns of the leading term in the asymptotic expression for the mean square error by consistent estimates, generally non parametric, but parametric estimates based on approximate models can also be used. Cross validation procedures avoid the use of initial estimates and approximate the mean square error indirectly. They are based on estimates that do not use the information contained in the sample about the function of interest at the particular point at which the estimate is being evaluated (at each Fourier frequency in the case of spectral estimation). Beltrao and Bloom®eld (1987) (BB hereafter) considered bandwidth choice for discrete periodogram average type spectral estimates. They justi®ed a method based on a cross validated form of Whittle's frequency domain approximation to the likelihood function of a stationary Gaussian process (see also Hurvich, 1985) . Robinson (1991) extended their results under more general conditions for a wider class of models, including spectral estimation for the construction of ef®cient regression estimates, and proved the consistency of the estimate of M. This cross validated method selects a global bandwidth for all the range of frequencies [ ð, ð] or for a ®xed subset of it. Here we propose a modi®ed version of cross validation to justify a local bandwidth choice for a single frequency, following some ideas suggested by Robinson (1991 Robinson ( , p. 1346 , related also with the work of Hurvich and Beltrao (1994) in a different context. For this single frequency choice, we only use local smoothness properties of the spectral density of the time series around this frequency, allowing for a broader range of dependence models. This local adaptation could also lead to ef®ciency gains when estimation of the spectrum for the whole range of frequencies [ ð, ð] is in mind.
The method we analyse here can be seen as the cross validation alternative to Bu Èhlmann's (1996) iterative local plug in procedure for lag window spectral estimates, proposed by Brockmann et al. (1993) in the context of kernel regression estimators (see also Herrmann, 1997) , or to the related proposal of Newey and West (1994) for covariance matrix estimation. Local adaptation is also studied by Fan and Kreutzberger (1998) , who used the variable bandwidth selector of Fan and Gijbels (1995) for a local polynomial maximum likelihood ®t of the spectral density, and by Lepskii et al. (1997) for kernel estimates of a regression model with inhomogeneous smoothness.
Alternatively, Wahba (1980) considered automatic smoothing methods for the log periodogram and Pawitan and O'Sullivan (1994) and Kooperberg et al. (1995) extended Wahba's (1980) idea using a penalized Whittle likelihood. These methods, like Efromovich's (1998) ef®cient data driven kernel procedure for uniformly smooth spectral densities, make a global choice of the smoothing parameter, while in many cases we are interested in obtaining optimal local bandwidths for the original scale.
The next section is devoted to the assumptions used in the paper, together with a brief introduction to the main cross validation concepts for non parametric spectrum estimation and a detailed analysis of the mean square error for the spectral estimate at a ®xed frequency under local smoothness assumptions. Section 3 introduces the local cross validation criterion and the main result of the paper. Then in Section 4 we carry out a Monte Carlo analysis of the ®nite sample behaviour of the techniques proposed. All the proofs and some technical lemmas required are given in the Appendix.
ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section we introduce some assumptions and de®nitions, together with some intuitions about cross validation and BB's results. Given the observed data X t , t 1, 2, F F F, N , the periodogram at the frequency ë j 2ð jaN, j integer, is equal to I(ë j ) def 1 2ðN
The averaged periodogram spectral estimate with lag number M M N h À1 N , where h N is the bandwidth of the estimate in BB's notation, and kernel or spectral window K (this function was denoted W in BB, but we use this notation later for another analogous function) is
where the summation runs for all values of k in the support of K, but not including indices k with ë k ë j 2ðr for r P N (to account for mean correction), and ó M gives the exact sum of the weights used,
Here ó
À1
M could be replaced by the approximate value 2ðMaN , using the fact that K integrates to 1, but this simplifes some arguments. We stress the dependence of f M on M in the notation, since this is the parameter of interest. We now give BB's regularity conditions to compare later with our local Assumptions 1 4 below. BB (cf. their Theorem 3.1) considered a zero mean stationary Gaussian process fX t g with autocovariance function ã(r) E(X 0 X r ) satisfying
and spectral density f (ë) (2ð) À1 I ÀI ã(r)expfirëg everywhere positive. The kernel function K for non parametric estimation was non negative, even, bounded, with
They also wrote K(x) w( y)exp(ixy) dy, where w is of compact support. Finally, the bandwidth h N used by BB satis®ed h À1 N O(N r ), for some r , 2a5 and h N o(1).
The`leave two out version' of the estimator f M (we leave only two frequencies out if K is actually compactly supported inside [ ð, ð] , as we assume later on, or if we have de®ned its periodic version in that interval) is f
where 9 k runs for the same values as before except in the set of indices k P f2 j, 2j AE N , F F Fg (by the de®nition of k this means k a P f0, AEN , F F Fg f2 j, F F Fg). Also, the normalizing number ó j, M is equal to
Introduce the pseudo log likelihood type criterion
which is Whittle's approximation for the likelihood of a Gaussian sequence in the frequency domain. BB showed under the previous conditions that
plus a term of smaller order in probability, where IMSE(M) is the discrete approximation to the relative integrated mean squared error of f M , weighted by f À1 :
Then minimizing L( f M ) and IMSEM should be approximately equivalent, and this is the basis for the estimation of the M that minimizes the IMSEM of f M (ë) for in [ ð, ð] .
If we are interested in non parametric spectral estimation at a single frequency (of special interest is the zero frequency; see Bu Èhlmann's (1996) examples, together with covariance matrix estimation in econometrics, as in Den Haan and Levin (1997) and the references therein) or we want to achieve possible ef®ciency gains using different bandwidths for each frequency, we need a rule to choose a local bandwidth. The relative mean square error at a frequency í
is the usual criterion employed to assess non parametric spectral estimates at a single frequency. We use the following assumptions.
Assumption 1. X t , t 1, 2, F F F, is a Gaussian stationary time series.
Assumption 2. The spectral density f (ë) of X t has three uniformly bounded derivatives in an interval around the ®xed frequency ë, with f (ë) . 0 for ë in that interval and f P L p [ ð, ð] for some p . 5a3.
Assumption 3. K is non negative, even, bounded, zero outside [ ð, ð] , of bounded variation and satis®es (2).
as jxj 3 I for some á . 5a4.
Assumption 1 was used also in BB, but we do not need to assume zero mean since we avoid the zero frequency periodogram ordinate in the de®nition of our estimates. Assumption 2 only requires smoothness properties of f around the frequency of interest, allowing for a wide class of spectral densities, including ones with zeros and poles outside a neighbourhood of í, which are ruled out by (1). The only requirement outside this band is an integrability condition to ensure ergodicity (with respect to second moments) of the series (see Lemma 7 in the Appendix).
A compact support kernel in Assumption 3 is then the complement of Assumption 2 in order to guarantee that only information in an interval around í is used. The rest of the conditions on K are standard, Assumption 4 being necessary to approximate f M by a weighted autocovariance type estimate in Lemma 5. From this lemma, both estimates have the same asymptotic distribution and mean square error, so the bandwidth choice techniques for one are valid for the other. This condition is satis®ed by the Bartlett Priestley and quadratic spectral kernel (with á 2), but not by the Daniell or uniform spectral window.
With Assumption 3, the summation in k in the de®nition of f M takes values in f j N 1, F F F, j 1g fjg due to the compact support kernel, and in
. We now present a result concerning the mean square error of the estimate f M at Fourier frequencies ë j , which is used to analyse a local version of the likelihood (4). We use in the proof two lemmas given in the Appendix about the discrete Fourier transform and periodogram of the observed sequence, extending and correcting some of the results of BB, assuming only local smoothness for the spectral density. We have to distinguish between estimates for Fourier frequencies ë j close to the origin and estimates at remote frequences. De®ne kKk 2 2 K 2 (x) dx and let c be a ®nite positive constant, not necessarily always the same. Lemma 1. Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, if M cN 1a5 , for frequencies ë j 2ð jaN such that jí ë j j < cm À1 for some positive sequence m m N such that 1am maM 3 0 as N 3 I, then uniformly in j, for í . 0
where W m (ë) m j W fm(ë 2ð j)g for some appropriate kernel function W satisfying Assumption 3. For the uniform kernel W (2ð) À1 I [Àð,ð] and m 1, we have IMSE m (í, M) IMSE(M) for all í.
Then, from Lemma 1 and for í . 0 we can obtain under the same regularity conditions
where the errors in m arise from the continuous approximation to the sum in IMSE m and we use that the ratio f (2) (í)a f (í) has bounded derivative. Therefore IMSE m (í, M) approximates MSE(í, M) when í . 0 as m 3 I and maM 3 0.
When í 0, we can see that
Now in the summation in (7) we consider only the values of ë j smaller than 2ðaM in absolute value, because
Therefore, when í 0, IMSE m (0, M) only estimates half of the asymptotic variance in MSE(0, M), because the kernel W m includes estimates f M (ë j ) too far away from the origin and then with much smaller variance than f M (0). However, the second term in (8) of magnitude maN , corresponding to the overlapping factor ä M ( j) in Lemma 1, contributes to IMSE m (0, M) in ®nite samples and could help to approximate the true variance. A possible approach to obtaining a consistent estimate of the optimal local bandwidth which minimizes MSE(í, M), M Ã ô Ã (í)N 1a5 , is to minimize an estimate of MSE(í, M) or of IMSE m (í, M), which approaches the former as m increases. Some adjustments might be necessary in the case í 0 due to the problem described in the previous paragraph. The presence of two related bandwidth parameters, m and M, seems to imply a circular argument like that present in a plug in method, where pilot estimates of the spectral density and its derivatives are used, depending on other bandwidths or parametric assumptions. To circumvent this problem we describe some procedures in the next section showing that the choice of m might not be too decisive.
The logical cross validation argument in this case would be the minimization with respect to M of the function (recalling the de®nition of the`leave two out' spectral estimate in (3))
which is a likelihood that tends to use only the information around í as m 3 I. Since W has compact support [ ð, ð] , about N am frequencies around í are used. It is likely that this procedure leads to more variability than the global procedure, since we are not using all information of the sample (see Bu Èhlmann 1996, Section 3.1) or Brockmann et al. (1993) for a related problem in non parametric regression). To justify the above ideas we have the following proposition, proved in the Appendix. Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4, with W satisfying Assumption 3, M cN 1a5 and 1am maM 3 0 as N 3 I,
where 0 , IMSE m (í, M)aIMSE(M) , I as N 3 I, and the ®rst term on the right hand side depends only on m (but not on M).
Then, under regularity conditions, CVLL m (í, M) is a consistent estimator of IMSE m (í, M) up to a constant not depending on M. From there, minimization of CVLL m should be approximately equal to minimization of IMSE m . Since the latter approximates MSE(í) under similar conditions on m, we can expect to obtain reasonable estimates of the local optimal M using the local cross validation criterion with M(í) arg min M CVLL m (í, M). BB did not require to estimate explicitly IMSE or its asymptotic rate of convergence, but in our case we need to do so because we estimate a local MSE from an IMSE calculated from estimates around the frequency of interest. To this end, additional stronger conditions are required for the spectrum at that frequency, but we do not need to make global assumptions for the spectral density or for the autocovariance sequence, allowing for the presence of peaks at remote frequencies due to persistent or cyclic behaviours.
MONTE CARLO WORK
In this section we assess whether all the asymptotic arguments given in the previous sections are good approximations for reasonable ®nite sample sizes and whether the cross validation leads to sensible bandwidth estimations. We concentrated ®rst on the special case of the estimation of the bandwidth for non parametric spectral estimates at the origin (í 0), and then on the estimation of the spectral density for all ë P [ ð, ð], following Bu Èhlmann (1996, Section 3).
We simulated Gaussian sequences following ®ve different models and three sample sizes, N 120, 256 and 480. The models considered are the following AR processes:
The last three parameter sets were used also by Bu Èhlmann (1996) . These models are convenient because of their simplicity and the different spectra they represent. From Figure 1 , Model 1's spectral density exhibits a small peak at the origin and a larger one at ë % 1X5. Model 2 is¯at at the origin but with a very sharp peak at frequency ë % 1X3. The AR(1) Model 3 has the typical spectral density of an AR(1) series with positive autocorrelation and a maximum at zero frequency. The AR(2) spectrum of Model 4 is similar to the ®rst one but with a minimum at the origin and a closer peak, whereas Model 5's spectrum shows several peaks, including one at the origin.
With these processes we hope to gauge the performance of our approxima tions in situations where global bandwidths might not be very appropriate due to the presence of special features in the spectral density at the frequency of interest or at remote frequencies which could distort global procedures. We did not normalize the time series to have equal variance or the same spectral density at the origin, since this would only imply multiplying the periodogram of the observed time series by a ®xed constant and does not affect any of the methods used.
For the local choice at ë 0, we employ the Bartlett Priestley kernel (for both K and W ), with spectral window
The uniform kernel was also tried for K, with much less smooth results as a consequence of the non continuity in the boundaries of its support and a lag window with tails slowly decreasing to zero. For the choice at all frequencies ë j P [ ð, ð] we report the results for W equal to the uniform kernel, this case not being very different from those with the Bartlett Priestley window.
Spectral estimation at the origin
From Equation (9) we know that, for the frequency í 0 in particular, IMSE m (0, M) does not approach MSE(0, M) asymptotically due to the different variance of the spectral density estimates around the origin. Nevertheless, from Lemma 1, the transition from the variance of f M (0) to the variance of an estimate at a frequency apart from the origin (one half of the previous one) is smooth, depending on the shape of the kernel used (see the de®nition of ä M ( j)). Then we can expect that the approximation behaves moderately well also for this case.
We used the following equivalent version of the cross validated log likelihood, given the periodicity and symmetry of W m , f and I,
dropping the frequency ë j 0 (since due to mean correction I(0) 0 and
We ®rst estimate the function CVLL m (0, M) for a grid of values of m and M and then we report in Table I the bias (with respect to the minimizer M Ã (0) ô Ã (0)N 1a5 of the asymptotic MSE(0, M) given by (6)), standard deviation (sd) and mean square error (mse) across replications of the M estimated by the minimization of CVLL m (1000 replications and sample size N 256). The number of different Fourier frequencies around ë 0 over which the kernel W m averages for each value of m is`band' N a(2m). We cover all the values of`band' from 1 to 115 with increments of size 6, which correspond to values of m from 128 to 1.11. We also report the ®nite sample optimal M Ã (0) which minimizes the sample MSE across replications. This value turned out to be quite close to M Ã (0) for Models 2 and 4, but much smaller than the asymptotic value for Models 1, 3 and 5. The results are also summarized in the bi and tri dimensional plots of Figures 2 6, where we can only give some of the CVLL m lines because of the very different scales. In the bi dimensional graphs each line corresponds to the plot of CVLL m (0, M) against M for a particular m.
The lag number M estimated by CVLL m shows relatively stable standard deviations for all values of m between 1 and 5, though increasing slightly with m as expected. This bias displays a different behaviour for each of the models used. In the case of Model 2, higher values of M are estimated than the asymptotic optimal (M Ã (0) 7X13), and a similar observation holds in inverse direction for Model 3, where much smaller values than M Ã (0) 20X34 are found. In general, for moderate values of m only Models 4 and 5 have small bias with respect to the asymptotic M Ã (0), while for Models 1 and 2 there is a large positive bias and for Model 3 a negative one.
Focusing on M Ã (0) instead, we can observe that, for most values of m between 5.12 and 9.85 and for all models, CVLL m is correcting the estimations of M substantially in the direction of the ®nite sample minimizer of MSE(0, M). These large values of m correspond to the use of local information for the estimation of M Ã (0), but due to the use of a small number of spectral estimates this leads to quite imprecise estimates (high standard deviations) in many cases. Nevertheles, occasionally these estimates of M based on CVLL m with high m have smaller mse calculated with respect to M Ã (0), and this reduction of the mse would extend to all cases if we consider the empirical M Ã (0). Summarizing, we ®nd that CVLL m re¯ects the different characteristics of the spectral density for a range of values of m and can be useful for studying local properties of the spectral density in order to make a choice for M. The variability of the estimates is relatively high, as in most bandwidth choice methods (characterized by slow rates of convergence) and as in any non parametric method this variance tends to increase in general with the value of m (which is proportional to the inverse of the actual bandwidth of the kernel W m ).
From a theoretical point of view, the choice of m does not have a de®nitive answer, though it might not be too decisive for approximating M Ã (í). In Table II VI we tried the following choices for sample sizes N 120, 256, 480 and Models 1 5:
These cover all reasonable values for the three sample sizes in the light of the behaviour of CVLL m . GLOBAL is the same as BB's global procedure, with the use of a kernel W , not necessarily the uniform one. Procedures (a) and (b) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1 since M cN 0X2 , but options (d) and (e) do not, (c) being on the borderline. For comparison purposes the LOCAL method selects a quite local choice for all sample sizes. We employed 1000 replications.
Following Bu Èhlmann (1995), for each case we report the bias, standard deviation and two relative mean squared errors for the simulated M Rmse, relative to the asymptotic M Ã (0), and Rmse y , relative to the empirical M Ã (0),
where E y denotes expectation with respect to the simulated samples, and similarly for f M (0) (with bias and Rmse relative to the true value f (0)). We also give the ratio of the mse of f M (0) with respect to the mse of f M Ã (0) (0) calculated using the asymptotically optimal choice M Ã (0) (the MSE ratio) and the same ratio with respect to f M Ã (0) (0), using the ®nite sample minimizer M Ã (0) calculated across simulations (the MSE y ratio). In both cases a value less than one would indicate a better performance than that obtained using the (usually unknown) optimal values for the bandwidth. Since we are interested ®nally in estimating f (0), our remarks concentrate more on the diagnostics for f M (0) than on those for M. The conclusions for M can be substantialy different depending on which criteria we use, Rmse or Rmse y . While for Models 2 and 5 both give similar ranking of procedures, because the asymptotic value M Ã (0) is usually not very far from the ®nite sample minimizer M Ã (0), for Models 1, 3 and 4 (and the two larger sample sizes) the best results under the two criteria are obtained for values of m in very different ranges. Thus for Models 1 and 4 the largest ms are preferred by Rmse y but the smallest by Rmse, whereas the opposite holds for Model 3.
Attending to the spectral estimation, the bias and standard deviation show the customary trade off with respect to the choice of the smoothing parameter, but with reversed pattern in most cases: small values of m lead to small biases and moderate or large values of m minimize the standard deviation. Surprisingly, GLOBAL is not the more stable method and LOCAL choice leads to large biases in f M (0). Model 3 is the exception, probably because it has the most complicated spectral density at the origin but is smooth otherwise.
The smallest values of Rmse for f M (0) can be achieved or approximated closely by the best choices of m for estimating M Ã (0) (focusing on Rmse y ) for all models and sample sizes. Here the exception is Model 4 and N 256 and 480.
For Models 1, 2 and 5, and for the three sample sizes, almost all local choices (rows (a) to LOCAL) perform better than BB's method (GLOBAL), so they appear to adapt to the local properties of the function being estimated (the exception being (a) for Model 2). The best procedures seem to be (c) and (d) for Models 1 and 2, and (d) and (e) for Model 5, though in some cases LOCAL outperforms them by a narrow margin.
On the other hand, in the case of Model 3 all choices of m but LOCAL lead to similar results for the estimation of f (0), GLOBAL never being too far from the smallest Rmse and (d) giving the best performance or being very close to it. Here LOCAL seems to work substantially worse than any other choice of m. For Model 4 BB's GLOBAL method seems to be the best alternative, while (a) (c) give very similar results to it and procedures (d) and (e) break down.
For Model 2 the small choices of m . 1 (rows (a) and (b)) do not improve over the GLOBAL procedure, since for those ms we are still considering the peak of the spectrum in CVLL m , while large values of m induce some improvements in the behaviour of f M (0). However, for Model 4, which has a similar spectrum but with the peak closer to the origin, the improvement is only observed for N 120.
In terms of MSE ratios, the differences are not signi®cant looking at the MSE ratio or MSE y ratio columns. For Models 1, 3 and 5 there is room to improve over (unfeasible) optimal choices of M with local cross validation: methods (c) (e) for ®xing m produce substantial reductions of the MSE of f M , while for Model 2 there can be some ef®ciency losses, especially accentuated for Model 4, if too large a value of m is selected.
We now compare with the Bu Èhlmann (1996) results for sample sizes N 120 and 480 (cf. his Table I ), although he uses a different class of non parametric estimates (lag window or continuously weighted periodogram estimates) with different weight functions. For our Model 3 (Bu Èhlmann's Model 1) and N 120 all our methods work slightly better (including BB's global choice but not LOCAL), both in terms of Rmse and MSE ratio of f M (0). For N 480 the Rmse results are very similar for the two procedures, but the MSE ratios are always better for the local cross validation (except with the LOCAL choice).
In the case of Model 4 and N 120 and 480, the methods GLOBAL to (c) always worked better in terms of MSE ratio, but for the smaller sample size they gave larger Rmse than Bu Èhlmann's best estimates for his Model 2. With Model 5, the cross validated methods (c) (e) always worked better than any of Bu Èhlmann's alternatives (for his Model 3) in terms of MSE ratio and also in terms of Rmse for N 480. For N 120 only the choice (e) of m can approximate the Rmse results of Bu Èhlmann's (1996) adaptive method.
In general, it seems that the asymptotic result for the optimal choice of M for a single frequency is not especially accurate for periodogram based estimates, so local cross validation can improve even with respect to the knowledge of it. Also, cross validation never behaves much worse than the iterative plug in procedure, both having a comparable performance if a sensible choice of m is made. From a practical point of view the recommended choice of m for the construction of the local cross validation criterion is (c), m N 0X2 , the same as the asymptotic optimal rate for M. This choice works uniformly well for all models and sample sizes tried, and while (d) and (e) may be preferable in some cases, they are very inef®cient in other situations.
Estimation of the whole spectrum
Finally we tried local cross validation for estimation of the optimal bandwidth at all Fourier frequencies ë j , j 0, F F F, N 1, for the same models and sample sizes as before. Here the computation costs are much greater, so we only implemented 200, 100 and 50 simulations for sample sizes 120, 256 and 480, respectively. Given the conclusions of the previous section, we tried the GLOBAL procedure of BB (m 1) and the three initial choices of m 2, 3, 4, which adapt to the roughness of f at each point (and correspond approximately to options (b), (c) and (d) for N 256). We give in Table VII the sample mean of the relative IMSE estimated with the simulations
and its sample standard deviation. Almost uniformly the local cross validation procedures beat the global one (m 1), in some situations by a wide margin; in the worst cases (Models 1 and 5) they perform roughly in the same way. The improvement with repsect to the global choice is generally greater the smaller the sample size and, against intuition, in many cases the more local choices also lead to less variable procedures. There are no signi®cative dissimilarities for the three different values of m . 1, but m 3 and m 4 seem to do slightly better, in agreement with the estimation at a single point.
Comparing with Bu Èhlmann's Table II, for N 120 and 480 all the local cross validation IMSEs (and in many cases also BB's global choice) are equal to or lower than that of the best plug in alternative, though they have apparently greater variability, at least in our simulations. 
FINAL REMARKS
In this paper we justify a local bandwidth choice procedure for non parametric spectral estimation and show its performance in ®nite sample sizes. We assumed Guassianity throughout, but this does not seem essential, except perhaps in the proof for the supremum of the periodogram in Lemma 4. We conjecture that this condition can be avoided using Robinson's (1991) techniques and assuming summability conditions on higher order cumulants as in Brillinger (1975) , except for the second order ones (autocovariances), imposing here only local conditions on the (second order) spectral density. A multivariate version of the method will be very useful in practical work, but if we want to stress the speci®c characteristics of each univariate time series it could be better to apply the method to each of them separately or to a ®xed linear combination of the series, as in Newey and West (1994) .
Further investigation seems necessary on automatic selection of m and on the design of (possibly iterative) algorithms that, linking m and M, reduce the variability inherent to bandwidth choice procedures. Then additional ®nite sample evidence should be investigated for other models and distributions.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1. An equivalent lemma is evidently valid for more general choices of M, but we are especially interested in this particular case. We can take an E . 0 as small as we want, in such a way that in the interval I í [í E, í E] the conditions of Assumption 2 are satis®ed. Then for m big enough we have that jí ë j j < cm À1 implies ë j P I í . Therefore when í . 0 we have that, for N big enough, 0 , ë j $ í, so (ë j )
À1
O(1), where a $ b means aab 3 1 as N 3 I. We study ®rst the bias and the variance.
Bias. Similarly to Theorem 5.6.1 of Brillinger (1975, p. 147) and using now Lemma 2 with á 1, we get
The bounded variation condition on K and the differentiability of f are used to approximate the discrete average of K and f by an integral with error O(MaN ), since by Assumption 2 and for M big enough we are only averaging inside I í , thanks to the compact support of K.
Variance. First, it is more convenient to write the spectral estimate using only N frequencies in this way:
Then, from Lemma 3 we get varfI(
In (11) we only have to consider the situation where k N i, since for the other frequencies we have a bound of O(N À1 log N ) for the covariance from Lemma 3. Then, if í 0 and ë j 0, (11) is similar to (10). In general, if í 0 and jë j j < 2ðaM then the two kernels in (11) overlap in some interval for all M. Taking into account only the frequencies i N k, for which the leading term of the covariance is also f (ë k ), we have that (11) is equal to, using the periodicity of K M ,
for 0 , ä M ( j) < 1. If jë j j . 2ðaM then the two kernels in (12) do not overlap at all and the covariance terms do not contribute to the leading term in the variance of f M , and the lemma follows. j Lemma 2. Under Assumption 1, if f satis®es a uniform Lipschitz condition of order 0 , á < 1 in an interval around a ®xed frequency í, then for Fourier frequencies such that sup ë l jí ë l j < cm À1 , l P fj, kg, for some positive sequence m such that 1am man 3 0, uniformly in j and k ( j, k T 0),
where d x (ë j ) is the discrete Fourier transform of the series X t ,
Proof. This lemma is a restatement of, for example, the Lemma on p. 835 of Hannan and Nicholls (1977) , assuming only local conditions on f . As in the proof of Lemma 1 we can ®x one E . 0 such that, if I í [í E, í E], ë j , ë k P I í for N big enough. De®ning the Dirichlet kernel j N (ë)
Now we divide the range of integration in (13) into the following intervals. First,
using sup ëP Ií j f (ë) f (ë j )j < cjë ë j j á in the interval considered, and
since the range of integration was of order N À1 . De®ne the set I í (k, j) as the interval I í except for previous two neighbourhoods of radius N À1 around ë k and ë j . Then
and the lemma follows in the case j T k because any of the bounds depends on j or k. If j k then we can use the same methods as before together with ð Àð jj N (ë)j 2 dë 2ðN to get the desired result j Lemma 3. Under Assumption 1, if f satis®es a uniform Lipschitz condition of order 0 , á < 1 in an interval around a ®xed frequency í and if sup ë j r jí ë j r j < cm À1 , r 1, F F F, q, for some positive sequence m such that 1am maN 3 0, then, uniformly in j r T 0, with j r T j r9 , r T r9,
and E q r 1
Proof. The proof is immediate in the light of the propositon on p. 31 of BB and our Lemma 2, as by the Gaussianity of X t only cumulants of order 2 of the discrete Fourier transform of X t have to be considered. Here the bound in (15) is only O(N Àá log N ) and not this bound to the power of q as in BB. The problem with their proof is the following. At the beginning of their p. 33, for k P í 2 in their notation, cumfd x (ë k1 ),
O(1) at most, because we can have ë k1 ë k2 for all elements in one of the possible partitions. Then, the second bound in the third full paragraph formula of the same page is only O(1) and the ®rst one is O(N Àá log N ) (actually O(N À1 ) under their conditions), since we have 5í 1 < 1. j We now give some lemmas needed for the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma 4. Under Assumption 1, if f satis®es a uniform Lipschitz condition of order 0 , á < 1 in an interval around a ®xed frequency í, I í [í E, í E] for some E . 0, then for frequencies ë j 2ð jaN, j T 0, such that sup ë j jí ë j j < cm À1 , for some positive sequence m such that 1am maN 3 0, uniformly in j T 0,
with probability 1.
Proof. We can proceed as in the proof of Theorems 4.5.1 and 5.3.2 of Brillinger (1975) , taking the mean of X t as zero, since we do not include the zero frequency. In our case, since X t is a Gaussian series and j T 0, all the cumulants of order bigger than two are zero. From Lemma 2 we can obtain, uniformly in j, for m big enough,
Then, for ë j P I í and any è and one E as small as we want, from Gaussianity, as N 3 I,
Next,
this is less than or equal to 2 exp a 2 2ðN sup
Using this last line and the Borel Cantelli lemma, as E and ä were arbitrary, we obtain that
with probability 1. A similar result is possible for the imaginary part of d x and then the lemma follows from
Lemma 5. Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4, for frequencies ë j 2ð jaN such that sup ë j jí ë j j < cm À1 , for some positive sequence m such that 1am maN 3 0, uniformly in j,
Proof. De®ne the weighted autocovariance spectral estimate corresponding to the continuous average in f M , when the mean of X t is known (and assumed to be zero without loss of generality), as This estimate is unfeasible if the mean of the series is unknown, but we only need its de®nition for the proofs. Now we have, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Robinson (1991) ,
Now (16) is less than or equal to (see Robinson, 1991 Robinson, , p. 1353 (2ð)
using Assumption 4 (á . 5a4) and the fact that ã(N r) is a sum of r terms whose mean exists and is uniformly bounded. Next, (17) O(N À1 log N ) uniformly in ù P I í , so (19) is O(N À1 log N ) since jK M (á)j dá , I. Next, as M 3 I, (20) is bounded by (denoting by ë Ã a value between ë j and ë j ùaM),
using the compact support of K and that f 9 is bounded in I í .
j Lemma 6. Under the assumptions of Lema 5, uniformly in j,
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Lemma 4 of BB, using now our Lemma 5. Then N À1 T 3 IMSE m O P fIMSE m (maM) 1a2 g IMSE m o P (IMSE m ). The proof for the remainder term in BB's expression (3.2) continues the same here, using now our Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 instead of their references, since the bound for the third term in the expansion still holds for the modi®ed (local) cross validation. 
